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JOINT DOCTRINE – EDITION 3 RELEASED
The 3rd edition of the Joint Doctrine – the interoperability framework was
released in October 2021. This was the culmination of a thorough 12-month
review process by a multi-agency team (see page 4 of edition 33 for details) that
looked at available lessons identified from JOL Online, public inquiries and
prevention of future death orders.
Whilst the models and principles remain largely the same, there have been
some tweaks to these and the layout and visuals of the document are
completely different and more user friendly than edition 2.
You will notice text, which is highlighted as large blue
font, this indicates information which is a critical aspect to achieving
interoperability. We have taken all of these important points and created a ‘short
guide’ to the Joint Doctrine which can be printed as a poster and displayed in the
workplace. You can download the poster here.
Alongside the joint doctrine release we have also been updating
the JESIP Mobile App to ensure it is in line with the changes in
the joint doctrine and also to give it a fresh look and feel. You
can download the App to your phone or tablet device from the
Google Play store or the Apple App store, or alternatively you
can access the online version on the JESIP website here.

JESIP TRAINING
We are currently finalising the new JESIP classroom course, which was piloted in a panWales delivery earlier this month and the trainers will now look to make the relevant
tweaks to the course following delegate feedback. Once this is complete, we will be launching a series of train
the trainer events. Also in build is a brand-new e-learning package, again aligned to the changes in the Joint
Doctrine, this product is scheduled for in April 2022.
If you have any questions/comments please contact the JESIP team contact@jesip.org.uk
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JESIP AWARENESS
With the release of edition 3 of the Joint Doctrine, we took the opportunity to set out once again the national
expectations in relation to training and awareness. Whilst these expectations have been in place since 2014,
this is the first time we have written them into the joint doctrine itself. To recap they are the expectations
are:
‘everyone should receive a form of JESIP awareness training annually. In addition, individuals who are
responsible for managing an incident at any level, should attend a multi-agency JESIP training course,
every three years as a minimum.’
This reinforcement of the national expectations has led to a number of queries being raised with the national
team on what constitutes ‘awareness training’, and how this can be delivered. At the start of January the
National JESIP Chief Officers wrote to service strategic leads to set this out.
The letter we outlined a number of products designed to support the embedding of the Joint Doctrine in
services, these, along with existing products can be used by organisations to provide their personnel with
awareness of JESIP models and principles.
Each of the products are suitable for use by responders, control rooms and
commanders. Some provide very specific awareness in a particular area such
as the use of M/ETHANE, whereas others give a more holistic overview such
as the e-learning.
To assist organisations we have developed the table below listing the current awareness products. The
products may be used standalone, or they may be incorporated into local and national training delivery such
as Police officer annual safety training.
Product

Location

JESIP Training film
JESIP All staff e-learning
JESIP M/ETHANE
Animation
JESIP Mobile application
JESIP Awareness
presentation
Joint Doctrine Short Guide

https://youtu.be/5Rm1rO8sDRw
https://www.jesip.org.uk/uploads/media/Awareness/WebVersion/story.html
https://www.jesip.org.uk/uploads/media/methane_animations/Jesip_Methane_Ani
mation_ENGLISH.mp4
https://www.jesip.org.uk/uploads/media/app/Jesip-web-version/
https://www.jesip.org.uk/uploads/media/pdf/JesipAwareness/JESIP_Awareness_Classroom_vers.pptx
https://www.jesip.org.uk/uploads/media/images/Posters/Short_Guide_Poster_PRINT
_OCT2021.pdf

*Please note that some organisation’s firewalls prevent links from working in PDF documents. If this is the
case all of the products in the table can be found on the JESIP website www.jesip.org.uk
As responsibility for the training and awareness of employees’ rest with services, they should consider the
level of awareness each individual needs based on their role during day-to-day business and any specialist role
they may be expected to undertake during a major incident, this may require the use of differing combinations
of these products in order to achieve the appropriate level of awareness.
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WELCOME LISABETH (LIZZIE) JONES
We are pleased to welcome Lizzie jones to the JESIP team. Lizzie will start with the
team on March 1st and will be covering Charis who will be off on Maternity leave.
Lizzie started her career in 2004 as a Radio Despatch Officer in the control room for
Devon & Cornwall Police, managing the response to dynamic incidents and
answering 999 calls. In 2009 she entered the world of contingency (and subsequently
events and operations) planning where she has gained a broad range of experience
in multi-agency collaboration at operational, tactical and strategic levels. This includes numerous ‘Short
Sermon’ exercises for Devonport Naval Base, the response to COVID-19 and the Plymouth multiple shootings
in August 2021.
Lizzie is an accredited structured debriefer and lead the Learning and Improvement strategy for the G7 2021
policing and security operation. This involved designing and planning the delivery of testing and exercising in
the project phase, as well as the creation and coordination of the learning and debrief framework. She devised
and facilitated a layered and robust debriefing methodology and was instrumental in the formulation of the
resulting 187 recommendations which will influence improvements locally, regionally and nationally. Lizzie’s
approach has been taken on board as good practice and is now being replicated for the debriefing of the
Plymouth shootings.
Lizzie has a passion for the identification of lessons, and a natural curiosity to understand root causes and how
best to embed learning. She enjoys seeking collaborative and innovative solutions to improve how we, as
responders, do what we do to keep saving lives and reducing harm. She is looking forward to joining the JESIP
team as JOL Coordinator to continue Charis’ good work and to gain valuable experience of joint learning and
improvement at a national level.

Emergency Services InterControl Talkgroups
Words by: Martin Leeland - Operational Communications in Policing (OCIP)
Following evidence from the Manchester Arena Inquiry and to assist with initial communications between the
emergency services during a major incident an Emergency Service InterControl talkgroup (ESICTRL) was set up
for each Ambulance NHS Trust region.
The talkgroups are intended to pass initial critical information to and from the police, fire service and the
ambulance control rooms. The talkgroups were introduced in December 2020 and as we come to the first
anniversary of the introduction it is worth reflecting on how important a task this has been and how effective
their use is.
Previously services would have to individually call each other to pass
information, usually relying on a telephone call. This often-created delays, as
when you have a major incident telephony use tends to increase. Services
now have a talkgroup that is monitored by all control rooms 24 hours a day
giving them an immediate response.
Historically control rooms have been able to speak to each other for ‘business
as usual’ incidents, either by using the telephone or calling up on a ‘sharers’ hailing talkgroup, whereas the
InterControl talkgroup is only used during a major incident. The talkgroup has been used effectively during
incidents such as the Salisbury train crash in October and is regularly tested by services.
For more information contact your local communications advisor.
www.jesip.org.uk
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JOL ONLINE

JOL Online

Joint Organisational Learning

If you are a JESIP Strategic Lead or JOL SPoC for the
Police, Fire and Rescue Service or Ambulance Service,
you should have recently received two JOL Action
Notes
containing
recommendations
for
implementation within your organisation.

JOL Action Note 2021-002 – Network Rail Guidance

This JOL Action Note contains recommendations for
the implementation of the new national guidance for
emergency services working around rail. It contains
safety critical advice to improve our response
JOL Action Note 2021-001 – The Joint Doctrine following a number of lessons where communication
Edition 3
has failed during these types of incidents. The return
date for this Action Note is the 17th December.
This JOL Action Note was sent to ensure services are
aware of the release of edition 3 and to embed the You can find both of these Action Notes within the
new doctrine into their policies, procedures and Guides and Info section on the JOL Online System.
training. The return date for this Action Note was 30th The responses to the action notes are reported to the
November, so if you haven’t yet sent in your return to JESIP Interoperability Board who will then inform
your JOL Organisational Point of Contact, then please ministers at the JESIP Ministerial Board.
do!

The JOL Process
Have you ever wondered what happens to
your lessons inputted onto JOL?
Well, with the release of the Joint
Doctrine – Edition 3 we have taken the
opportunity to create an easy-to-follow
infographic highlighting the key stages of
the process. You can find this on page 37
of the Joint Doctrine.
It can also be downloaded, alongside the
other JESIP graphics from the JESIP
Website here

Do you have a lessons or Notable
Practice that you want to share?
If so please visit JOL Online.
If you need assistance contact the
JOL Coordinator jol@jesip.org.uk
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LRF Emergency Plan Contacts
We have received a request from Accident Investigation Branches for Rail
(RAIB), Air (AAIB) and Marine (MAIB) for LRFs to check if they have the relevant
accident investigation branches contact numbers within their emergency plans.
There have been some recent incidents where there was a long delay in contact
which had a detrimental impact, therefore it is vital they are alerted at the
earliest opportunity.

JESIP WEBSITE
The current JESIP website has been around since 2016 and whilst we look to make the
website as up to date and useful as possible, however due to the old technology used to
build the website, we feel it has now exceeded its sell by date!
Work has already started on the new website,
which along with a new look and feel, will also
include some new features, such as the ability to
access the M/ETHANE part of the online App
from the home page.
Another key aspect of the work is to make the
website and mobile App compliant with
accessibility regulations, this will see some tweaks to the JESIP graphics, including the JDM, principles and
M/ETHANE.
We hope to have the new website launched in the next few months, so keep checking www.jesip.org.uk for
updates. If you have the mobile installed, this should auto update, if not you can redownload at the relevant
App stores.
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CONTACT UPDATES
Sharing information is at the core of JESIP and to ensure we are able to do this with partner organisations
across the UK, we need to regularly update our list of contacts. For Police, Fire and Rescue Service and
Ambulance Service, the key roles we maintain a record of are:
• JESIP Strategic Lead
• JESIP Training Lead
• JOL SPoCs
For Local Resilience Forums, Regional Resilience Partnerships and Emergency Preparedness Groups we need
the details for the JOL SPoCs.
To become a JOL SPoC you do need to have a JOL Online account and be authorised for this role by your
JESIP Strategic Lead or LRF Coordinator. For further information on these roles go to
JESIP_Roles_and_Responsibilities.pdf
We use the contact list to distribute key information, such as the JESIP Embedding Questionnaire and JOL
Action Notes, so it is vital we are made aware of any updates within your organisation. You can inform the
team or check your records by emailing jol@jesip.org.uk

QUIZ TIME
See if you can find the hidden JESIP references in the word search. The references you are looking for are:

WORKING TOGETHER
METHANE
JDM
COMMUNICATE
COORDINATE
COLOCATE
RISK
IIMARCH
JOINT DOCTRINE
SAVING LIVES
Remember, words may be
diagonally and also backards!!
Answers in the next edition.
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